Abstract-Using MPI as communication interface, one or several applications may introduce complex communication behaviors over the network cluster. This effect is increased when nodes of the cluster are multi-processors, and where communications can income or outgo from the same node with a common interval time. Our goal is to understand those behaviors to build a class of predictive models of bandwidth sharing, knowing, on the one hand the flow control mechanisms and, on the other hand, a set of experimental results. This paper present experiences that show how is shared the bandwidth on Gigabit Ethernet, Myrinet 2000 and Infiniband network before to introduce the models for Gigabit Ethernet and Myrinet 2000 networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Improving processor capabilities by increasing the number of cores produces sharing affects over computer components among core requests. Furthermore, understanding resourcesharing phenomenon becomes one most issues for actual parallel architectures. These new behaviors of resource sharing are difficult to analyze and to predict. Simultaneously executions of application tasks create concurrent access over network. Their effects lead to performance leaks of bandwidth network segmentation among communications In this article, we present an analysis of concurrent behaviors for Gigabit Ethernet, Myrinet 2000 and Infiniband using message passing library MPI. This analysis aim)s to the definition of predictive models based on the concept of bandwidth sharing. The definition of predictive models has many objectives. On the one hand, it leads to a better understanding of concurrency phenomenons, and, if we apply models on a scientific application, it allows us to identify periods of application performance loss. On the other hand, the definition for each network of one model allows us to easily compare the performances of an application. Those 2 points can be important elements to help an HPC integrator to propose a network solution for a set of applications. After a quick overview of network communication models, section III will describe the flow control mechanism of each interconnect. Section IV will be devoted to our approach, which will lead to our models in section V. Finally, we will present the evaluation of our models in section VI using synthetic benchmarks and the application Linpack [1] before to conclude.
II. NETWORK COMMUNICATION MODELS
Network communication can use MPI primitives to send or receive messages. MPI performance was investigated in [2] for high performance networks such as Myrinet or Infiniband. The authors showed the impact of buffer reuse, intra-node communication latency, and memory usage against the communication performance of several MPI primitives. If we focus on cluster of SMP nodes, more MPI performance studies were presented in [3] , for different kind of platform. A popular communication model developed is the LogP model [4] and is version LogGP model [5] for long messages. Both models use a linear model characterized by 4 parameters: L (as delay), o (as overhead), g (as bandwidth) and P (as number of processors) LogGP model introduce a new parameters G (as gap per byte). Impacts of each parameters was analyzed in [6] , with methods to measure model parameters. Like these two models, and if we focus on wormhole model, a basic approach to predict communication delays is to a linear model featured by an overhead cost and a communication rate factor (applied to message length and path network). In network based on wormhole communications, this kind of models is sufficient in case of each communication is independent and does not share any network resource. Although, as one or several MPI applications, composed by several MPI tasks, can spread messages through overlapped communication time, these linear models poorly predict communication delays. A first approach of communication sharing effects was introduced by [7] . The authors predict communication delay with a linear model taking into account the path sharing over a Myrinet network of workstation. Their study was based on the protocols GM [8] and BIP [9] but without MPI as user interface. Their model gives a first approach of sharing network resource. Communications are modeling by a piece-wise linear equation, and in case of sharing path, this equation is multiplied by the maximum number of communications within the sharing conflict. They evaluate their model against two communication schemes with synchronous sends. Their models gives good results for some communications of their schemes, but the authors do not provide more insight about communication influences and so for communication delays predicted with low accuracy.
III. FLOW CONTROL MECHANISM
Flow control is one of the most important factors for regulating access (and thus concurrency) to network resources. In fact, when a sharing conflict occurs over the network path, it is handled by the flow control of the physical network. Thus different policies of flow control lead to different behaviors of communications and thus to different communication performances.
A. Gigabit Ethernet
The flow control mechanism of Gigabit Ethernet was defined by the IEEE 802.3x committee for full-duplex Ethernet. By this standard, when a receiver becomes congested, it can send a pause frame to the source which therefore stops sending packets for a specific period of time. The receiver can also send a frame to inform the source to begin sending data again. However, using TCP over Gigabit Ethernet, the reliability of packets will be increased thanks to the concept of window size and the TCP's sliding windows mechanism. But such flow control has an important impact on the communication time.
B. Myrinet
Myrinet flow control is based on cut-through routing of packets. Such technology blocks packets while the communication channel is unavailable. It avoids the need for packet buffering. Two chips of the Network Interface Card (NIC) perform the flow control. To achieve cut through routing, Myrinet NIC is based on a Stop & Go flow control protocol. In case of concurrency, receiver injects Stop or Go control messages into the network to inform senders to stop or resume the communication flow.
C. Infiniband
InfiniBand provides flow control mechanisms at different levels:
• a static rate control mechanism prevents a high speed link from overrunning a low speed link.
• a credit-based flow-control mechanism ensures the integrity of the connection. With InfiniBand, packets will not be transmitted until a sufficient memory space is available in the receiving buffer. The destination issues credits to signal available buffer space, after which the packets are transmitted. This mechanism is used for communication between interconnects and switches and between switches. A switch has a small buffer for each port or a global buffer.
IV. APPROACH
In this section, we will focus on our methodology to study the bandwidth sharing. To study this sharing, we had to defined the different kind of possible conflict that appears when communications start in the same time on the same node.
Then, we had to develop a communication method to analyze the network behavior when these conflicts appear. The last part of this section will be focus on experimental conflict results obtain on a set of schemes.
A. Notion of Conflict
A conflict represents communications which share resources through simple pattern. As communications can income or outgo from clusters nodes, one communication can be seized by one of the following elementary conflicts: 
B. Communication Method and Measurements
Several way of implementing communication between MPI tasks can lead to different network performance. As consequence, it is interesting to introduce in this section our communication method of the different benchmarks used to analyze network behavior. Sending is done through blocking send defined by the standard MPI Send primitive. To synchronize MPI tasks between them, we used a MPI synchronization barrier, we highlight to the reader that using synchronization barrier gives implicitly an order for the tasks to continue their executions. Cache effects can also influence measurements. To avoid cache effects, we executed several not-measured communication before each benchmark. Measured time is done at the source task, starting before the MPI send and ending when the MPI send method terminates. Message length corresponds to the length specified in the MPI Send primitive, and does not correspond to the effective length send over the network (MPI implementation add a small envelope to the message). Thus, effective message length are always greater than specified length and a 0-specified length is not meaningless. If one MPI task has to receive two messages from two others tasks, we used the MPI flag MPI ANY SOURCE in the receive function, to avoid a fixed order of receive. To study the bandwidth sharing behavior, we develop a software using this method. The parameters of the software are:
• Iteration number of MPI SEND • Referential time that is given by measuring the time of a MPI Send of 20 MB from a node 0 to a node 1 without other communications.
• Description of the communication task scheme using a specific description language. At the end, the software give us the penalty for each communication task. Be T ref the referential time and T i the time of the task i to send 20 MB then penalty P i is:
More the penalty is important more the time of the communication task will be important and more the performance of the cluster will be bad.
C. Experimentations
This section deals with congestion behavior comparison on three architectures: Gigabit Ethernet, Myrinet 2000, Infiniband (Infinihost III). For these experimentations, we used 3 different clusters: 
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V. MODELS
In this section we will present 2 finished congestion models for Gigabit Ethernet and Myrinet interconnect finalizing our previous work [10] , [11] . 
A. Gigabit Ethernet
We will note card(C 
Last, the penalty associated to a communication c i is:
We used 3 parameters (β, γ i , γ o ). They characterize the specificity of the card. The parameter β describes the penalty get by the resource sharing. To estimate β, we use simple outgoing conflicts. We evaluate penalties of this conflict by increasing the number of outgoing communication. Then we divide the values that we get by the number of communication. For the Figure 2 , we can see that β=0.75 ( • 0 (a) x x r r r r r r To evaluate γ i and γ o , we use conflict from Figure 4 where each communication send the same amount of data. Following the scheme, the parameter γ o leads strongly the communication a of node 0 and the parameter γ i the communication f of node 3. Basing on communication times (t a ) and (t f ), we can deduce values of both γ. We obtain: 
B. Myrinet
Myrinet congestion model is based on a descriptive approach, a first quantitative approach was study in [11] . As Myrinet NIC used a Stop & Go flow control protocol, we will consider 2 states for a communication: send and wait. Using those 2 states, we look up to determine all the possible combinations of communication states from the graph. For that, we use only one rule: When a communication is in state "send", each communication having the same source node or the same destination node becomes in state "wait". Figure 5 shows an example of this rule. For the original graph introduces, we can find 5 different sets of communication states. On these schemes, a communication in state "send" is represented by a solid arrow, and a communication in state "wait" is represented by a dotted arrow. When all sets of state are determined, we compute the emission coefficient defined as the number of states "send" for a communication. Then, we analyze the set of emission coefficients of outgoing communications from a node, and we associate for each of the communication the minimal emission coefficient. In fact, we consider the worst case where each outgoing communication, of a same node, is as much slow as the slowest communication. It is because we consider that each communication is sharing the network card fairly. Finally, the penalty of a communication is computed by dividing the number of state sets by the emission coefficient. An example is given at Figure 6 using the set of communication state of the Figure 5 .
VI. EVALUATION OF PREDICTIVE MODELS

A. Simulator
In order to compute the prediction of each models, we build a simulator. This simulator has different kind of parameters:
• One or more application represented by a sequence of event. There are two kind of events: compute events and communication events. A compute event is composed only by the time of computation when a communication event is defined by the numbers of source and destination task and by the size of data to send (or receive).
• The definition of the cluster including for each node the number of core, the number of node etc... Node are numbered by iterative way starting by 0.
• Scheduling of tasks on nodes. It can be user defined or using Round-Robin scheduling • The definition of the kind of model and the parameters:
latency, bandwidth, size of buffer, etc... With all these informations, the simulator will give us for each task, the duration of all events and total time, the kind of conflicts, the average penality, the size of communication etc...
B. Evaluation method
The evaluation of the models is based on the comparison between predicted times T p and measured times T m for various graphs. In the case of the synthetic graphs, this comparison is carried out by calculating the relative error (E rel ) for each communication. Moreover, to measure the total error of the graph, we compute the average of the absolute errors (E abs ) of the communications of the graph. Both errors are measured as a percentage. For a graph constitutes by N communications and a communication called c k , formulas calculating these errors are presented below:
The relative error gives a fine view of the accuracy of models.It allows, among others, to show if the model has an optimistic (negative error) or pessimistic (positive error) behavior. On the other hand, the average of the absolute errors gives a global view of the accuracies on the given graph. The use of the absolute error avoids behaviors of compensation between relative errors, and therefore a more exact description of the predictions. Measurements are carried out by the program presented in VI-A. In the case of graph coming from applications, we compute for each task the amount of times of the predicted and measured communications. For a task t i , these sums are noted S m = c k ∈ ti T m for the measured communications and S p = c k ∈ ti T p for the predicted communications. Relying on these values, we compute the absolute error for a task t i : 
' ' P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P At the beginning, to evaluate our models and the simulator, we use synthetic graph. Synthetics graphs allow us to explore the relevance of models. It is interesting to determine the evolution of errors to discover for each conflict the weakness and the strong of each models. The Figure 7 show us an example with a tree (MK1) and a complete graph (MK2) results on our Myrinet model. Concerning Myrinet and Gigabit Ethernet on trees, our model is often pessimistic (but with enough efficacy) specially when a conflict outgo and another one income in the same time for Myrinet. It should be happen due to the use of the full duplex link. The only big difference come from complete graph, we can see that both have a good evaluation but the gigabit ethernet model seems to be optimistic compare to Myrinet model that seems to be pessimistic.
D. Linpack
To finish the evaluation of our models we use Linpack with a communication scheme where each task n send message to the task n + 1 for a problem size of 20500. To get the events, we modified MultiProcessing Environment (MPE) library integrate in Mpich. The impact of tracing is very low because the average cost of the tracing was of 0,7%.
The Figures 8 and 9 show the result for our Myrinet and Gigabit Ethernet Models. The diagrams represent the measured and predicted times and the line the absolute error for each MPI task. We tested models using 3 possible scheduling:
• RRN (Round-Robin per Node): MPI tasks are assigned cyclicly between each nodes.
• RRP (Round-Robin per Processor): MPI tasks are assigned filling first the nodes.
• Random: MPI tasks are assigned randomly. We can see that Myrinet model is globally accurate, and the errors should be caused by memory congestion. Gigabit Ethernet are a bit less accurate than Myrinet. It could be explain by the variability of Gigabit network behaviors. Compare to Myrinet, Gigabit Ethernet doesn't use technique as RDMA or OS-bypass. These techniques limit the influence of the system in the management of communications. This method highlights two problems: the influence of the resource memory and propagation of the error. These two problems are responsible for the loss of accuracy obtained. However, the predictions under these conditions remain satisfactory.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we compared and studied the penalties of Myrinet 2000 and Gigabit Ethernet with Infiniband. With the study of these penalties and the knowledge of flux control protocols, we established models of these interconnects. Those 2 models was integrated inside a simulator to study the accuracy of them. A set of synthetic benchmark has been tested to prove and accurate our models, before to test them on real application. These models allows use to predict performance loss due to bandwidth sharing and compare the performance on the same application on Myrinet and Gigabit Ethernet networks. We are actually working to improve again these models with a deep study of some specific cases and to test our model on nodes with 8 and 16 cores to extend them. We are working too on the model of the Infiniband InfinihostIII and ConnectX interconnect on BULL Novascale clusters.
